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to hear directly from the vendors and community stakeholders who work in the Metropolitan Transit
Authority. The Metropolitan Transit Authority will hold a public hearing to gather feedback from the
community and neighbors regarding a proposal to redevelop the Telos Bus Terminal into a hotel and
conference center. The hearing will be held at the Shandon Church on Church Road on the evening
of Thursday, Oct. 5 from 5:30-7:30 p.m. The public is invited to participate in two ways. First,
members of the public are invited to give two-minute verbal presentations. Second, MTA board
members, with MTA staff, the MTA commission and invited community members will hear comments
and concerns voiced by those in attendance. The plan, which was designed by CSC Consulting Inc.,
would be the MTA’s last remaining property in the city’s northern tier. Though the $160 million
project would be funded by hotel room rentals and green space leases, it would be operated as a
public and community facility. Venues in the community where this could take place are limited. MTA
representatives state there is no plan to develop the site as a shopping center or hotel chain. The
property would be a 24,000-square-foot venue with a 1,600-seat conference center, 60 hotel rooms,
recreation space for events and a 25-seat amphitheater. Completion of the project is estimated at
$4.7 million. The MTA commission voted in August to move forward with the plan.Field The present
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feature length if I can't do it effectively), and that's what I focus on as much as I can. What has also
been helpful has been being in the position of creating something while not being able to download,
save, upload, or email it yet. It's still on me to do the first steps, but I've actually already done a lot
of the steps for some of my projects. What has also been helpful is keeping things simple, and not
getting hung up on any of the "details". Just going for it and seeing what happens in the process.
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